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New Francis Petrel was over twenty years old when his family held him on a psychiatric ward after an unpredictable conduct that ended in crisis. But a reunion with the grounds of closed institutions released something deep in Francis's worsening mind: bleak memories, which he believed he had buried,
about the truculent events that led to the closure of western State Hospitals, and the unsolved murder of a young nurse, whose corpse was pearl found one night after the lights came out. The story of a crazy person is a book I recommended for a long time, I think I followed this writer, it was the third book
I read about him, it never stopped messing me with thriller stories and his suspension. The book brought us 20 years after a protagonist named Francis was discharged from a psychiatric hospital where he was hospitalized at the age of 21 after suffering severe nerve damage with his family as he heard
the voice. Francis, after years of having his internal voice under control, began to hear him again, who began telling him that he must tell what happened at a psychiatric hospital, that he told the events and murders committed there. The bird so dubbed once inside the hospital began telling us the story
and experience he started writing on the walls of his apartment. The story begins when one night Francis or his bird or his friend Peter or a firefighter who in case he is not crazy or has no psychological problems, he ends up in hospital by another condition, both of them in one night finding the lifeless body
of one of the nurses, is when a book plot begins and from here I catch as one of the prisoners is shown but they both know that it cannot be Lucy is a prosecutor responsible for clarifying the case, because she believes this murder coincided with other cases in the past and will try to disclose who this
culpr is. I no longer want to tell you about the plot of the book, should that be the main thing, the author achieves well 3 central characters, at first I must confess that I felt the book was quite heavy because it took a while to feel empathy with the bird because it was a complex character. He also managed
to develop lucy characters and firefighters explaining to us the reasons why these 2 characters ended up there. The 3 characters came together to try to determine what hid the walls of the hospital trying to put puzzles alongside the lead and tried to stop the killer before there were more victims. Bird thinks
he understands the way the killer thinks, but They really trust the instincts of someone who hears a voice in his head? Excellent reading for that we love this type of book, because it's very accomplished, even a lot of secondary characters delight me especially Cleo. As I tried to conclude and wanted to
find a killer throughout my book cutting them apart until finally I gave up letting myself be brought up with a narrative, with an ending I didn't imagine and from the second part of the book becoming very fluid. John Katzenbach is considered one of the best writers of the century, for so many works with
black genres and police, one of the famous works is the story of a crazy person, who is essentially a Well-received Thriller by readers, joining us to learn more about this fascious novel. The synopsis of madman's history This work stands out for its psychiatric environment, accompanied by certain details
of psychological violence and tensions produced in readers as occurred in psychoedialysis. Twenty years have passed since Western State Hospitals were closed to the public and patients who were in it eventually became part of the community again. Francis Petrel, one of the characters, was at least 20
years old when his parents admitted he was to this hospital because of the unpredictable behaviour linked to the crisis. Francis was a female teenager without a steady course and no one next to her, she lived rented in an apartment in the city centre, she always had to take medication to silence her
screaming voice on her head. Then she began to have dark memories of the past that she once believed she had been overcome, things had something to do with the macabre events that ended in the closure of the hospital, including the fact of the murder of a nurse, an unresolved case, the young
woman's body would have pearled and found the following night. Certain patients are suspected, but hospital patients always hold the position he will be killed by the angels so that these crimes cannot be resolved, but with the emergence of the killer, the story is again present and the facts begin to be
rebuilt. Francis befriended a firefighter named Peter, who was hospitalized for burning a church and killing several people, Lucy Jones arrived at the hospital, who was District Attorney and a law degree, to investigate the murder of a nurse, helped by Pajarillo and Peter for having witnessed the facts. The
novel is divided into at least 3 parts where the latter is an epilog, a narrative at least between a number of different temporary situations. One is part of the action located in 1979, which took place in a psychiatric ward. The second part occurs 20 years later, is where Francis Petrel begins to have a normal
life, he begins to have a reminder of the various events that occur in his life. As this happened, he wrote the facts on the psychiatric wall, while being tortured by various voices speaking on his head. One of the things to keep in mind is that when Francis writes on the wall of a psychiatric ward he refers to
himself but in a third person, as if he were another character, using a bird's nickname. In this way the narration is an alternative between the first and third people. This type of storytelling argument is considered unregular because the author recreates the very thorough feelings of characters, comes
several times, just as the author has come to convey a sense of violence that occurs in the idea of a murderer called the angel, who appears as a tangible and ulave character, as a psychopath Another thing that catches the eye in this novel is the impersonator of the killer, who is a criminal Some criticism
considers it a negative thing, but from another point of view, the angels are the incarnation of any psychiatric hospital, in which aid crying is not heard, you can observe how any of these places can be awful without changing its nature, which occurs many in terrifying genre novels. Katzenbach shows
readers of rough portraits of psychiatric wards, where mental delays, schizophrenia, psychotics and more trainees can be observed, in any case, they all experience a personal deterioration process, where they enter experiencing disorders. The first thing you understand in West State Hospital is the
biggest lie: that no one is trying to help you get better or go home. That is one of the things the author states in the work, in which he refers to many lies that make him believe that psychiatric hospitals care about their prisoners, when the reality behind the walls is usually more complex and macabre, is
undoubtedly something quite significant. The most prominent phrases in the book Undoubtedly the novel consists of many phrases that cause dark feelings in readers, such as the words of each sentence that are part of the context, which often readers get into the story, and see with the feeling of
francisness of his own eyes inside the traction school. It happened to everyone crazy, it was our greatest hope and our biggest dream: we wanted to be something. What befalls us is how difficult it is to achieve that goal, so we replace it with delusions. There are many ways to locked person. Think. But
the best has nothing to do with drugs or bolts: almost nobody here has anywhere to go. In the West, paranoia is prevailing and accepted as part of the daily routine, as is usual and expected as food, fights and tears. In conclusion There is nothing left to say, this is undoubtedly a detective novel that
surprises readers and promotes a clear view of what happened in a psychiatric hospital, Katzenbach never stopped being surprised by his works, we hope that this summary has helped. If you find the information found in this helpful article, it might interest you: Mysterious Island Pearl Book Summary I
Confess I've lived (Visiting 1,587 times, 1 visit today) I'm back! V/I know I'm away for a long time (two weeks) but I already have a few books to review (I think six), so it's time to wake up to now &gt;:3 My review format will modify, I think that's going to be more organized, but the change won't... suddenly?
: vHoy I came to tell you about the book by the author that I just started reading and that I really liked it, and the truth is quite afraid to swallow a pending ending like the first book I read about her, but it's not like that:v Although it has a lot of violence and, as always the author, it's very cold and cruel to tell
details, it has a very moving background and good lessons. It became one of my favor books of the year &amp; 3 This book was:Yes, another gift :v I had a friend owed four gifts and decided to buy books from everyone I owed, and as I knew I loved this writer, I bought it. :milky_way: The argument
:milky_way: Francis Petrel is a boy who always lives marginalized from a society that is considered normal, his family excludes him and never feels supported, all for suffering from schizophrenia. Francis listened to the voice, and one day his nerves collapsed and he grabbed a knife and threatened his
family to kill them and then committed suicide. His family is responsible for the Western State Hospital, a psychiatric facility. The first few days were difficult for him, but he realized he wasn't alone and made some friends, Peter the closest. When he arrived, a man nicknamed Larguirucho accused him of
being a slave to the devil sent to create destruction, but Peter stopped the boy and told him that Francis was a good person. The ceremony was presented with a new nurse, and Peter managed to convince him. That night, woke up Francis and told him that the angels woke up and hugged him and that he
told him that evil had been buried. Larguirucho has a racing shirt. Francis and Peter realized that the men's rooms were not locked, and when leaving they arrived in the pantry and fulfilled fulfillment surround from the sick, with four missing phalanxes. In hospital bewilderment and fear became present,
but when seemingly soothing things came a prosecutor named Lucy, who was determined to investigate the murder and search for criminals, as earlier women of similar physical appearances were found in the same condition: the first without a phalanx, the second without two, the third without three and
a fourth, Lucy called Peter and Francis, for being the ones who discovered the cadaver's ek and because he needed someone to investigate from the inside, while he took over the interrogation and external investigations. The Angels, who become a cruel and very intelligent asesinl, will complicate their
duties, and if necessary to kill them in order not to be found, he will, but first he must meet his macabre plans. :milky_way: Characters :milky_way: &gt;Francis Petrel.Francis is a twenty-one-year-old boy who, who is dangerous to himself and others, is admitted to a psychiatric hospital. He never lived a
normal child's life, where he could go out and play and have fun or have a family weekend, and he knew why. Over the years she lived excluded in it great anger and resentment that she didn't know how to evict, and which she feared. He trusts his voice more than in himself, because they warn him of the
dangers and help him, unlike others, because he knows that some people do follies for torture. He's not safe about himself: he's not underhamed. He never did anything right, and his family cared about him so it didn't seem bad in the face of society. However, he has a great heart and is able to give his
life to people who offer him things that he never accepts: love and understanding. She twisted, reddish blonde and shy blonde, &gt;Peter fireman, Peter is being detained in a psychiatric hospital for curving one evil with another evil. He was in war and then went to the fire department, where he learned
different ways to identify crime. He is very proud and altenero: he doesn't like bending over to anyone, &gt;Lucy Jones.Es the prosecutor who will be responsible for investigating the murder. A terrible experience will prevent him from resting until he finds the culprif. He's true to justice, and he feels bad
just thinking that if the killer is still on the loose, there will be more deaths. :milky_way: Analysis :milky_way: &gt;Scores. :p of fire: I love the development of the plot, even in the middle get a little slow. At first he caught you, and eventually breathed your breath. I like the way this author tells the story. :p
fashing: Suspense management. There are really parts that make my hair stand at the end. I recognize that the author's technique is to introduce you to a moment of tension, instow uncertainty and prolong that time, and there's therefore playing with you It's a technique that at least surprises me and does
its job, and I think it's quite effective. :p washing the fire: The characters are very advanced, although I feel that francis is the most important. It brings us into his mind, but Lucy and Peter's characters are like less complex. We delve into the minds of the characters but the personality of the co-star is not
well defined. :p frime: The author has a way to look at madness and normal quite curious but that's very correct. It makes me think about it a lot, and it makes you make you draw your own conclusions. I'm not saying it's going to change the way you look at something, but maybe it's going to make you
wonder why some things are. He also has a very difficult philosophy and tells you things their way, bluntly. :p a fire: Dealing with topics such as loneliness, forgetfulness, sexual abuse, morality, madness, fear, uncertainty and sacrifice. I like that it gives us a distinctive way to look at each of these themes,
because I find it quite original and eye-paying. :p: The description of the characters' sensation before different events appears to be well described and built, and you can easily understand it. :p of the fire: The way Katzenbach describes us a world in which that means is that nothing makes sense. It
definitely knows how to set you up in hospital: a place where most hope is gone. :p a fire: I found a super counting and intelligent villain. It's very good, I think one of the best I've read, &gt; Bad Eyes. :no_entry_sign: As I said, secondary characters don't have a bit of depth, but they're fine. :no_entry_sign:

Sometimes you can do a little bit of commute and that's what makes it heavy in some parts, but it's an agile and quick book to read. :no_entry_sign: Some things aren't ready, but you can tell that he doesn't make a ridiculous mistake of doomsday, that is to open you up like five plots and close two to you.
:milky_way: Conclusion :milky_way: It's a simple and fast-read book that will make you think about some things and some prejudices. The characters are a little ending, especially Francis & lt;3 That boy made me suffer, because he had a pretty bad time: they made me want to enter the book, hug it and
tell him that everything would be fine :v I would recommend it quite a bit, because it was very exciting. The way the authors analyze the minds of the characters seems to me to be doing well. If you don't like suspension and violence, stay away, because that's has been abandoned by the book :v But if
you like that type of book, like me, you should not read it.4/5 :milky_way: :milky_way: :milky_way: :milky_way: :milky_way: :milky_way: :milky_way: :milky_way: :milky_way: :milky_way: :milky_way: You know what to do: comment if you have read it or if I have it curiosity and if you like reviews, let your
lecorazone (:heart: It's time I woke up, and I thought I'd do a survey to be told which book they wanted me to talk about. Oh, and sorry for the lack of images of characters; The only one I found was Francis. Bye:splash:
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